Unlock even more functionality for your devices

RICOH Smart Integration solutions can help you improve productivity by simplifying scanning to email, automating time-consuming document workflows, auto-routing documents to supported cloud accounts, enabling native integration with SharePoint® and much more.

No matter which RICOH Smart Integration solution you choose, you can gain even more features with the Device Enhancement add-on. Reduce wasted prints and improve user convenience with pull printing. Support authentication — including card authentication — at your devices. Stay on top of toner replacements and keep your print fleet running with device management tools. Improve data collection for decision-making processes with utilization reporting features.

It’s easy to get started: just add the Device Enhancement add-on to your RICOH Smart Integration solution of choice, and you’ll unlock even more capability for your MFP within minutes.

Why Smart Integration with the Device Enhancement add-on?

• Help protect document privacy with device-level authentication, including card authentication
• Centralize user authentication lists for multiple devices in the cloud
• Send documents to a secured print queue in the cloud and print from any device in the group when ready with pull printing
• Enable mobile printing and guest printing, without requiring direct network connectivity
• Know the status of your print fleet and view device counters with device management tools
• Understand how your devices are being used with utilization reporting features
Increase accountability with authentication
With user-friendly device authentication features — including card authentication for HID®, HID® iClass, Mifare® and more — you can make it easy and fast to authenticate and access networked MFPs. Once authenticated, valid users can perform print, copy, scan, fax and/or document server functions according to their permissions. RICOH Smart Integration with the Device Enhancement add-on centralizes user lists for all of your devices, in the cloud, for streamlined maintenance.

Gain security plus efficiency with pull printing
Confidential information leaks can be as simple as forgotten prints left in the paper tray. Pull printing features can help you protect your information without getting in the way of user convenience. First, users submit print jobs to a secured print queue in the cloud. Then, when ready, they can approach any enabled MFP in the group and authenticate to release their print jobs.

Simplify printing for mobile users and guests
Today’s workers expect to be able to conduct business from anywhere. Extend the same security and convenience to your mobile workers and guests with secured print release. When users can submit print jobs from anywhere — without needing a print driver — and pick them up at their convenience, you can provide a better experience and improve productivity, without compromising privacy.

Know the status of your print fleet with device management and utilization reporting
With device management tools, you can receive preventative alerts when toner or paper levels are low. Know which devices are being used the most without manually tallying print and copy counters. Utilization reporting gives you the information you need, at-a-glance, to make informed decisions. View activity details — such as color vs. black-and-white — by authenticated user or device. Keep track of your goals, like cost and environmental savings.

Activate Smart Integration today
The Device Enhancement add-on can be added to any of the Smart Integration solutions, which are all available by subscription:
- Essentials
- Connectors
- Workflows
- Advanced Workflows

Contact your Ricoh sales representative to ask a question, get a quote or learn about available FREE trial opportunities.

Additional add-ons
RICOH Smart Integration solutions can expand to fit your unique needs. If your industry or business processes require additional functionality or features, our RSI add-ons have you covered:

Healthcare add-on
Reduce manual data entry errors and improve staff productivity. Automatically create a new DrChrono patient record by scanning a driver’s license. Add consent forms, referrals and other documents to a patient’s EHR record in a single step — no need to scan to a PC, save and upload in multiple steps.

Legal add-on
Improve law firm productivity by automating mundane manual tasks. Easily prepare documents for court eFiling in the appropriate file formats and sizes. Automatically give scanned documents unique identifiers with Bates Stamping — just set the starting number.

Device Enhancement add-on